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RICCATI-LIKE FLOWS AND 
MATRIX APPROXIMATIONS' 
UWE HELMKE, MICHAEL PRECHTEL AND MARK A. SHAYMAN 
A classical problem in matrix analysis, total least squares estimation and model reduc-
tion theory is that of finding a best approxiniant of a given matrix by lower rank ones. 
It is common believe that behind every such least squares problem there is an algebraic 
Riccati equation. In this paper we consider the task of minimizing the distance function 
fA(X) = | |A —A'||2 on varieties of fixed rank symmetric matrices, using gradient-like flows 
for the distance function f_A. These flows turn out to have similar properties as the dynamic 
Riccati equation and are thus termed Riccati-like flows. A complete phase portrait anal-
ysis of these Riccati-like flows is presented, with special emphasis on positive semidefinite 
solutions. A variable step-size discretization of the flows is considered. The results may be 
viewed as a prototype for similar investigations one would like to pursue in model reduction 
theory of linear control systems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A classical result from matrix analysis, the Eckart-Young-Mirsky Theorem, states 
that the best approximation of a given M x At-matrix A by matrices of smaller 
rank is given by a truncated singular value decomposition of A. Such results are 
of interest for Total Least Squares Approximation; see Golub and Van Loan [2]. It 
is common believe that behind every least squares problem there is an associated 
algebraic Riccati equation. This has been recently confirmed by De Moor and David 
[7] for the total linear least squares problem. Here we show that a similar connection 
also exists with the dynamic Riccati equation. 
We consider the approximation problem of a symmetric matrix by lower rank 
symmetric matrices. In Helmke and Shayman [5] the critical points and their Morse 
indices of the distance function fji(X) = \\A — X||2 on the variety of fixed rank 
symmetric matrices X have been determined. These results, which contain those of 
Higham [6] and others as special cases, are summarized in Section 2. 
As the set of symmetric matrices of fixed rank is a smooth manifold, this opens 
the way to study the minimization task for the function /^(AT) by steepest descent 
1This research was supported by a Grant 1-0184-078.06/91 from the G.I.F., the German-Israeli 
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methods. In this paper, a systematic study of gradient flows related to the min-
imization of the distance function fA(X) is presented. With respect to a certain 
Riemannian metric the gradient flow of fA(X) has a simple, appealing form, being a 
cubic matrix differential equation. It is termed a Riccati-like flow as its convergence 
properties are similar to those of the Riccati differential equation. A simplified ver-
sion of the gradient flow is a certain Riccati equation. A complete phase portrait 
analysis of both flows is given. On the subset of positive semidefinite matrices the 
Riccati equation turns out to be a gradient-like flow. We thus establish a close 
link between stable equilibria of the Riccati equation and positive semidefinite best 
approximants of a given symmetric matrix A; i.e. with the polar decomposition. 
In Section 4 a related rank preserving flow on rectangular matrices is considered. 
This flow seems to have certain advantages such as structural stability properties, 
compared with the Riccati equation. Recursive versions of this flow involving a 
variable step size are considered in the last section. This leads to a new recursive 
algorithm for finding the best approximant of A by positive semidefinite matrices of 
fixed rank. 
For a general discussion of such optimization problems from a dynamical systems 
viewpoint we refer to the forthcoming book Helmke and Moore [4]. Related questions 
arise in control theory where one is interested in finding best approximations of linear 
systems by lower order ones. The results obtained in this paper may thus be viewed 
as a prototype for an investigation one would like to pursue in model reduction 
theory of linear systems. 
2. APPROXIMATIONS BY SYMMETRIC MATRICES 
Let S(N) denote the set of all NxN real symmetric matrices. For integers 1 < n < N 
let 
S(n, N) = {A- £ MNxN | XT = X, rank A = n} (2.1) 
denote the set of real symmetric NxN matrices of rank n. Given a fixed real 
symmetric NxN matrix A we consider the distance function 
fA:S(n,N)—>R, X >—* \\A - X\\
2 (2.2) 
where ||A||2 = t r ( A A T ) is the Frobenius norm. We are interested in finding the 
critical points and local and global minima of fA, i.e. the best rank n symmetric 
approximants of A. The following result summarizes some basic geometric properties 
of the constraint set S(n, N). For proofs of the subsequent results in this section we 
refer to Helmke and Shayman [5]. 
Propos i t ion 2 .1 . S(n, N) is a smooth manifold of dimension | n ( 2 A — n + 1) and 
has n + 1 connected components 
S(p, q; N) = {X G S(n, N) | signature X = p - q} (2.3) 
where p, q > 0, p + q = n. The tangent space of S(n, N) at an element X is 
TxS(n,N) = {AX + XA
T \A£M.NxN}. (2.4) 
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T h e o r e m 2.2. (i) Let A G M.NxN be symmetric and let 
At+ = dimEig + (^) , At_ = dimEig~(A) (2.5) 
be the numbers of positive and negative eigenvalues of A, respectively. The critical 
points X of the distance function fA'-S(n, N) —> E are characterized by AX — X2. 
(ii) If A has At distinct eigenvalues A] > ... > \N, and A = 0 diag (A] , . . . , Ajv)O
T 
for O G O(N), then the restriction of the distance function fA'-S(p,q;N) —+ R has 
exactly , . 
(?) (v 
critical points. (Here o(At) denotes the set of At x At real orthogonal matrices.) In 
particular, f& has critical points in S(p,q;N) if and only if p < At+ and q < At_. 
The critical points X G S(p,q; At) of/^ with p < N+,q < At_, are characterized by 
A' = 6 d iag(x! , . . . , a:,v)eT (2.6) 
W l t h *,•=._ or _ , = A . , i=l,...,N (2.7) 
and exactly p of the x, are positive and q are negative. 
Theorem 2.2 has the following immediate consequence. 
Corollary 2.3. Let A = 6 diag (Ai , . . . , \N) 6
T with 0 G o(At) a real orthogonal 
At x At matrix and A! > . ..> \N. A minimum X G ,S'(p, q; At) for / ^ : S'(p, 9; At) —* E 
exists if and only if p < At+ and q < At_. One such minimizing X G S(p,q;N) is 
given by 
A = 6 d i a g ( A 1 , . . . , A p , 0 , . . . , 0 , A w _ ? + 1 , . . . , A N ) e
T (2.8) 
and the minimum value of/^: ,S'(p, q; At) -̂s- M is X^'-p+i ^?- Â  £ _>(p, 9; At), given by 
(2.8) is the unique minimum of / ^ : ,S'(p, 9; A) —• Eif Ap > Ap+1 and A^r-, > \N-q+i. 
An important question in linear algebra is that of finding the best positive 
semidefinite symmetric, approximant of a given N x N matrix A. By Corollary 
2.3 we have 
Corollary 2.4. Let A = O diag (A! , . . . , A;v)eT with 6 G o(At) real orthogonal 
and Ai > . . . > An > An+1 > . . . > \N, An > 0. Then 
X = e d i a g ( A 1 , . . . , A n , O , . . . , O ) 0
T G 5 ( n , A t ) (2.9) 
is the unique positive semidefinite symmetric best approximant of A of rank < n. 
In particular 
X = 6 diag (Ai , . . . , \N+, 0 , . . . , 0) 6
T (2.10) 
is the uniquely determined best approximant of A in the class of positive semidefinite 
symmetric matrices. 
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This implies a result due to Higham [6]. 
Thus under a genericity assumption on A the best symmetric approximant of a 
symmetric matrix A £ MNxN in the Frobenius norm is uniquely determined. To 
what extent is this also true for other critical points such as, e.g. local minima, of 
fA:S(n, N) —• E? To answer this question we will now show that - under a suitable 
genericity condition on A - each critical point of fA: S(n, N) —• E is nondegenerate 
and we will compute the index of each critical point, i. e. the dimension of the largest 
subspace on which the Hessian is negative definite. 
T h e o r e m 2.5. Let A e MNxN be symmetric with distinct eigenvalues. 
(i) Every critical point fA:S(n, N) -* E is nondegenerate. 
(ii) The index of the critical point X £ S(p,q;N) associated with the per-
mutations u,v (/<! < . . . < ftp and nP+\ < ... < /«jv+, v\ < . . . < vq and 
v1+\ < ...< VN_) is given by 
Card{(.,i) | /i; < fijtl <i<P,P+l<j<N+) 
+ Card {(»', j) \vi<vj,l<i<q, q+l<j <N-}. 
(iii) The number of critical points in S(p,q;N) which have index d is equal to the 
rfth mod 2 Betti number of the product of Grassmann manifolds 
Grass(p,RN+) x Grass(q,RN~). 
In particular, fA: S(n, N) —• E has exactly n + 1 local minima, exactly one in each 
component S(p, q;N). 
3. GRADIENT FLOWS 
In this section we develop a gradient flow approach to find the critical points of the 
distance function fA:S(n, N) -» E. For A, B G R
NxN we define 
{A, B) = AB + BTAT. (3+) 
Thus the tangent space TxS(n, N) is the image of the linear map 
irx:R
NxN ^RNxN, A ~ { A , X } (3.2) 
while the kernel of TCX is 
k e r 7 r x = { A € E
J V x V V | A X + X A T - : 0 } (3.3) 
Taking the orthogonal complement (kerTr^)1 with respect to the standard inner 
product on WNxN yields the isomorphism of vector spaces 
(kerwx)
L = mNxN/kerirx S TxS(n, N) (3.4) 
We have the orthogonal decomposition of EJVx7V 
! " * " _ . kertfA-e(ker7rx)-
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and hence every element A G lkNxN has a unique decomposition 
A = A X + A
X (3.5) 
where A * G ker7rx and Ax £ (keTirx)1- Given any pair of tangent vectors 
{Ai ,X} ,{A 2 ,X} of TxS(n,N) we define 
(({&i,X},{A2,X})) :=4tT((A
x)TAx). (3.6) 
It is easy to show that ((, )) defines a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on 
TxS(n,N) for each A € S(n,N). In fact, ((, )) defines a Riemannian metric of 
,S'(ra, At). We refer to ((, )) as the normal Riemannian metric on S(n, N). 
A differentia! equation A = F(X) evolving on the matrix space S(At) is said to 
be rank preserving if the rank rkX(t) of every solution X(t) is constant as a function 
of t. The following lemma gives a simple characterization of rank preserving vector 
fields on S(N). 
Lemma 3 .1. Let / C 1 be an interval and let A(t) G RNxN, t G / , be a continuous 
family of matrices. Then 
X(t) = A(t)X(t) + X(t)A(t)T, X(0) G 5(At), (3.7) 
is a rank preserving flow on S(N). Conversely, any rank preserving vector field on 
,S'(At) is of this form. 
P r o o f . For any A G S(n,N), 0 < n < N, A(t)X + XA(t)T G TxS(n,N). 
Thus (3.7) defines a time varying vector field on S(n,N). It follows that for any 
initial condition A'o G S(n, N) the solution X(t) of (3.7) satisfies X(t) G S(n, N) for 
t G I- Therefore (3.7) is rank preserving. Conversely, suppose A = F(A) is rank 
preserving. Then F(X) G TxS(n, N) for all A G S(n, N) and 0 < n < N arbitrary. 
By Proposition 2.1 therefore F(X) = A(X)X + XA(X)T. • 
T h e o r e m 3.2. Let A G RNxN be symmetric. 
(i) The gradient flow of fA:S(n, At) -> R(X = -gradfA(X)) with respect to the 
normal Riemannian metric ((, )) is 
X = {(A- X) X, X} = (A - X) X2 + X2(A - X) (3.8) 
(ii) For any Ar(0) G S(n, At) the solution X(t) of (3.8) exists for all f > 0 and 
X(t) G S(n, At) for all t > 0. 
(iii) Every solution X(t) G S(n, At) of (3.8) converges to an equilibrium point A,*, 
characterized by X0o(A
r
00 — A) = 0. Also ATco has rank < n. 
P r o o f . The gradient of fA with respect to the normal metric is the uniquely 
determined vector field on S(n, At) characterized by 
DfA(X)({A,X}) = ((grzdfA(X),{A,X})) 
gmdfA(X) = {Q,X}eTxS(n,N) 
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for all A G M.NxN and some (unique) ft G (ker irx)-
L. A straightforward computation 




DfA(X)({A,X}) = 2tr(X{A,X}-A{A,X}) 
= 4tr((X -A)X)rA 
Thus (3.9) is equivalent to 
4tr(((X-A)X)rA) = ({gr&dfA(X),{A,X})) 
= (({ft,X},{A,X})) 
= t r ( ( f t x ) T A*) 
= t r (QTA*) 
since ft G (ker7rx)x implies ft = ftx. For all A G ker7rx 
(X(X - A)A) = ^ tr [(A- - ,4)(AA + AAT)] = 0 
and therefore (A - A)X G (kerrr*)-1. Thus 
4 t r [ ( ( A - y i ) A ) T A ] = 4 t r [ ( ( A - ^ ) A T ( A x + A * ) ] 
= 4 t r [ ( ( X ~ y ! ) A ) T A ^ ) ] 
and (3.11) is equivalent to 
ft = 4(X-A)X 
gr<idfA(X) = 4{(X-A)X,X} (3.12) 
which proves (i). 
For (ii) note that for any A G S(n, N) we have {A, A(A - A)} e TxS(n, N) and 
thus (3.8) is a vector field on S(n, TV). Thus for any initial condition A(0) G S(n, N) 
the solution X(t) of (3.8) satisfies X(t) G S(n, N) for all t for which X(t) is defined. 
It suffices therefore to show the existence of solutions of (3.8) for all t > 0. To this 
end consider any solution X(t) of (3.8). By 
&fA(X(t)) = 2 tr ((A - A)X) = 8 tr [(A - A){(A - X)X, A}] 
= - 1 6 tr ((A - AT)2A2) = -161|(,4 - X)X\\2 
(since ti(A{B,C}) = 2tr(BCA) for A = ,4T). Thus fA(X(t)) decreases rnono-
tonically and the equilibria points of (3.8) are characterized by (X - A)X = 0. 
Also 
\\A-X(t)\\<^A-X(n\ 
and X(t) stays in the compact set {A G M.NxN \ \\A - A| | < ||,4 - A(0)| |}. Thus 
X(t) exists for all t > 0 and the result follows. • 
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Remark . An important consequence of Theorem 3.2 is that the differential equation 
(3.8) on the vector space of symmetric N x N matrices is rank preserving, i.e. 
rankA(/) = rankA(O) for all t > 0. Also, X(t) always converges in the spaces 
of symmetric matrices to some symmetric matrix A(oo) as t —* oo and hence 
rkA(oo) < rk A(0). Here AT(oo) is a critical point offA:S(n, N) -> E, n < rk A'(O). 
In order to investigate the local stability properties of the equilibrium points of 
(3.8) we determine the eigenvalues of the linearizations of (3.8). We consider both 
situations where the flow (3.8) is regarded as evolving on the constraint set S(n, N) 
as well as the unconstrained case where the state space is S(N). 
Let A := d iag(A] , . . . , A/v), Ai > . . . > Ajv- The tangent space of S(n, N) at an 
equilibrium point ATO = diag(eiA], . . .,£N\N),
 ei £ {0,1}, ]C.=i £i ~ n xs given by 
Tx^S(n, N) = {£e RNxN symmetric | £tf = 0 for e, = £j = 0}. 
Let ATO = diag(£iA],. ..,€N\N), £i S {0,1}, J2i=i
 £> — n ^e a n equilibrium point 
of fA:S(n,N) -* 1 . Let / " := {i | A,- < 0, e. = 1}, /+ := {i | A,- > 0, d = 1} and 
/ := / - U / + . 
Propos i t ion 3.3. (i) The linearization of (3.8) at A'TO is 
i = (A-X00)lX00+X00i;(A-X00)-ZXl0-Xl0Z, teS(N), (3.14) 
or in matrix entries £,j- = Hij&j, N > i > j > 1, with 
m = -((£iXi + £ j A J )
2 - (a +£j)XiXj)) = 
f -(A? + A?) d = ej = l 
Xi(\j-Xi) ei = l,£j=0 
-X^Xj-Xt) £i = 0, £j = l 
0 £i = £j = 0 
(ii) The linearization (3.14) restricted to the orthogonal complement of the tan-
gent space Tx^S^i, N) in S(n, N) is identically 0, and on the tangent space Tx^S^i, N) 
the eigenvalues satisfy 
Hij < 0 if and only if one of the following conditions hold: 
(a) i,j£l 
(b) « ' € / " , j £ I and A,- ̂  Xj 
(c) i£l, jel+ and Xi^Xj 
Hij = 0 if and only if £,• + £j = 1 and A,- = Xj 
iMj > 0 if and only if one of the following conditions hold: 
f (a) i € / + , j ^ / and A,---A,-
\ (b) i $1, je I' and A,- ^ A,-
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P r o o f . The linearization is given by the derivative of the map 
X >-* (A - X)X2 + X2(A - X) 
at Xoo, i.e. by the linear map .S'(At) -* 5(At) defined by 
{ --> (A - Xoo)(£*oo + XeoO - tXl + (tXoo + XxO(A - Xoo) - *_*. 
Together with (A — X^Xoc = 0 this shows (3.14). For the (i,^-component of 
(3.14) one computes 
iij = (A,- + EiXitetijXj + £ittjXi(\j + ejXj) - SjtijX] - aiijX2 = M^ . 
From this (ii) easily follows. • 
Remark . For Xx > 0, i.e. / " = 0 , / = /+ , the eigenvalues of the linearization 
(3.14) on the tangent space Tx^S(n, At) satisfy 
Hij < 0 if and only if one of the following conditions hold: 
(a) i j e i 
(b) i <£ I, j £ I and Xt jL Xj 
Hij = 0 if and only if e. + Sj = 1 and A,- = Xj 
Hij > 0 if and only if i G / , j $ I and A. ^ Xj. 
Remark . Let p = # / + , q = # / ~ , i.e. X^ G S(p,q;N). Let At+ := dimEig+(,4) 
and At_ := dimEig~(y4). If A is invertible with distinct eigenvalues, then Tx00S(n, N) 
is exactly the maximal subspace of S(N) on which the restriction of (/..j) is invert-
ible. 
Furthermore, the number of negative eigenvalues of the linearization (3.14) is 
given by 
Ei6/+(" + - - 0 + E.e/-(«'-r) = 
q(N+ -p) + p(At_ - q) + pq + £ , 6 / + ( . V + + l - i) + £ia-(i - At+) 
and the number of positive eigenvalues is given by 
£ i - P ^ + £ ( A M - i - i ) - ^ (316) 
This result coincides with the index formula appearing in Theorem 2.5 (ii). • 
The linearization (3.14) at an equilibrium point Xoo € S(p, q; At) is stable if 
Xw = (A x , . . . , A p , 0 , . . . , 0 , AJV-,+1 , . . . , XN). 
In particular, X^ is in this case a minimum of fA\S(p, q; N). 
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The linearization (3.14) at A'oo € S(p,q;N) is asymptotically stable on the tan-
gent space TXooS(p,q;N) if and only if A'oo = (Ai , . . . , Ap, 0 , . . . , 0, Ayv-?+i, • ••AN) 
and Ap > Ap +i , \^-q > AJV- ?+I- In particular, Aoo is in this case the unique min-
imum of /yi \S(p,q;N). This shows that, if A has distinct eigenvalues, the distance 
function fA'S(n, N) —• E has exactly n + 1 local minima. 
The following table illustrates the above results in the case N = 2. It lists the 
possible sign distributions of the eigenvalues. 
T a b l e 1. Signs of eigenvalues of the linearization (3.14) on Tx00.S'(n, 2). Remember that 
the restriction of (3.14) on (Tv_,5(" , 2)) is zero. 
diag(A1 ,0) | diag(0,A2) | diag(A!,A2) 
(1) A, > A 2 > 0 IHi < 0 
Щj > 0 
(2) A, > 0 > A2 Щj < 0 
Щj > 0 
(3) 0 > Лj > A2 ЏІJ < 0 
џц > 0 







Џl\, ^ 2 2 
ЏU, Џl\, /'22 
Џ\\, Џ2\ /'22 
Cíl i /»21i /'22 
4. A RICCATI FLOW 
By Lemma 3.1, every rank preserving flow on S(N) is of the form 
X = F(X)X +XF(X)T. 
Thus the Riccati differential equation 
X = (A-X)X + X(A-X) 
appears to be the simplest possible candidate for a rank preserving flow on S(N) 
which has the same set of equilibria as the gradient flow (3.8). Moreover, the restric-
tion of the gradient flow (3.8) on the subclass of projection operators, characterized 
by X2 = X, is exactly the above Riccati equation. This motivates us to consider the 
above Riccati equation in more detail. As we will see, the situation is particularly 
transparent for positive definite matrices X. 
Theorem 4 .1 . Let A € M.NxN be symmetric, 
(i) The Riccati equation 
X = (A-X)X + X(A-X), X(Q)ES(n,N), 
defines a rank preserving flow on S(n, N). 
(4.1) 
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(iii) For any positive semidefinite initial condition A'(0) = A(0)T > 0, the solution 
X(t) of (4.1) exists for all t > 0 and is positive semidefinite. 
(iv) Every positive semidefinite solution X(t) G S+(n,N) = S(n,0;N) of (4.1) 
converges to a connected component of the set of equilibrium points, characterized 
by (A — Aoo)Aoo = 0. Also Aoo is positive semidefinite and has rank < n. If A has 
distinct eigenvalues then every positive semidefinite solution X(t) converges to an 
equilibrium point. 
P r o o f , (i) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.1. To prove (ii) it suffices 
to show that X(t) defined by (4/2) satisfies the Riccati equation. By differentiation 
of (4/2) we obtain 




= AX(t) + X(t)A-2X(t)2, 
which shows the claim. 
For (iii) note that (i) implies that X(t) € S+(n,N) for all t G [0,*max]. Thus 
it suffices to show that X(t) exists for all t > 0; i.e. <max = oo. This follows 
from a simple Lyapunov argument. First, we note that the set S+(n, N) of positive 
semidefinite matrices A of rank < n is a closed subset of S(N). Consider the distance 
function fA • S(N) —• E + defined by /A(A) = \\A-X\\
2. Thus fA is a proper function 
of S(N) and hence also on S+(n,N). For every positive semidefinite solution X(t), 
t € [0,£max], let A(/.)
1!2 denote the unique positive semidefinite symmetric square 
root. A simple computation shows 
^tfA(X(t)) = -Atr[(A-X(t))X(t)] 
= -4||04 -A(0)A(0* | | 2 <0 . 
This fA is a Lyapunov function for (4.1), restricted to the class of positive semidef-
inite matrices, and equilibrium points Aoo £ S+(n,N) are characterized by (A — 
Aoo)Aoo = 0. In particular, fA(X(t)) is a monotonically decreasing function of t 
and the solution X(t) stays in the compact subset 
{X€S+(n,N)\fA(X)<fA(X(0))}. 
Thus X(t) is defined for all t > 0. By LaSalle's principle of invariance, the w-limit set 
of X(t) is a connected component of the set of positive definite equilibrium points. 
If A has distinct eigenvalues, then the set of positive definite equilibrium points is 
finite. Thus the result follows. • 
R e m a r k . The above proof shows that the least squares distance function fA (A) = 
||J4 — A||2 is a Lyapunov function for the Riccati equation, evolving on the subset 
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of positive semidefinite matrices X, In particular, the Riccati equation exhibit-
s gradient-like behaviour if restricted to positive semidefinite initial conditions. If 
Xo is an indefinite matrix then also X{t) is indefinite, and fA{X) is no longer a 
Lyapunov function. • 
The local stability properties of the Riccati equation (4.1) around an equilibrium 
point Xca satisfying (.4 — X^X^ = 0 are analyzed in the next result. 
Let A := diag(Ai, . . . , Ayv), Ai > . . . > AAT and let XTO = d i a g ^ A i , . . .,e^X^), 
Si € {0,1}, YliLi £< — n ^e a n equilibrium point of fA:S{n, N) -* E. 
Let / - := {i | X{ < 0, £,• = 1}, /+ := {i | A,- > 0, e, = 1} and / := / " U /+ . 
Propos i t ion 4.2. (i) The linearization of the Riccati equation (4.1) at Af̂ o is 
^ = ( ^ - 2 X 0 0 ) ^ + ^ ( ^ - 2 X 0 0 ) , ZeS{N), (4.3) 
or in matrix entries £,j = Vij&j, N > i > j > 1, with 
vij = {l-2ei)Xi + {l-2ej)Xj = 
f -(A. + A,) e, = e / = l 
I {Xj-Xi) ei = l,ej=0 
] -(Aj - A,) et = 0, e,- = 1 
[ Xi + Xj et = e, = 0 
(ii) The eigenvalues of the linearization on the tangent space Tx„S{n,N) satisfy 
V{j < 0 if and only if one of the following conditions hold: 
(a) i, j £ I and A, > — Xj 
(b) i£ I, j £ I and A. ^ Xj 
Vij = 0 if and only if one of the following conditions hold: 
f (a) i! J £ I and A, = —Aj 
\ (b) e. + £,- = 1 and A. = Aj 
v^ > 0 if and only if one of the following conditions hold: 
f (a) i,j £ I and A, < -Aj 
\ (b) i£l,j<£l and A, ^ Aj 
(iii) The eigenvalues of the linearization on the whole space S{N) satisfy 
v^ < 0 if and only if one of the following conditions hold: 
(a) i, j £ I and A, > -Aj 
(b) i $. I, j € I and A, ^ Aj 
(c) A,- < -Aj and i,j £ I 
vij = 0 if and only if one of the following conditions hold: 
(a) i, j £ I and A. = -Aj 
(b) e, + Sj = 1 and A,- = Aj 
(c) e, + £j = 1 and A,- = Aj 
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Vij > 0 if and only if one of the following conditions hold: 
(a) i, j e I and A,- < -Aj 
(b) ie I, j i I and A,- ^ Xj 
(c) i,j £ I and A,- > — Xj 
P r o o f. The linearization is given by the derivative of the map X >—* (A — X)X + 
X(A — X) at Xoo, i.e. by the linear map 
{^(A-X^Z-ZX^+ttA-X^-X^. 
This shows (4.3). For the (i,^-component of (4.3) one computes 
iij = (A,- - 2€i\i)iij +(,ij(Xj - 2ej\j) = Vij£ij-
From this (ii) and (iii) easily follow. • 
Remark . For X^a > 0, i.e. I~ = 0, / = /+ , we have on the tangent space 
TXa,S(n,N) 
Vij < 0 if and only if one of the following conditions hold: 
f (a) ijei 
\ (b) i<£l,jel and A,- -_ A, 
Vij = 0 if and only if e,- + €j = 1 and A, = Aj 
Vij > 0 if and only if i £ I, j £ I and A,- ^ Xj. 
On the whole space S(N) we have for XTO > 0 
v^ < 0 if and only if one of the following conditions hold: 
(a) i,jei 
(b) i $ l , j e l and A,- ^ A,-
(c) i, j £ I and A, < -Xj 
Vij = 0 if and only if one of the following conditions hold: 
f (a) e,- -f tj = 1 and A,- = Aj 
\ (b) i,j£I and A,- =-Xj 
v^ > 0 if and only if one of the following conditions hold: 
(a) i e I, j £ I and A,- ^ Aj 
(b) i,j g I and A,- > -Xj. 
Remark . Let p= # / + , q = # / - , i.e. X^ G S(p,q;N). Let N+ := dimEig+(,4) 
and A/_ := dimEig_(J4). Let A be invertible with distinct eigenvalues. The number 
of negative eigenvalues of the linearization (4.3) on the tangent space Tx„S(p, q; N) 
is given by 
P(N--q)+J2(N++i-i)+J2(
N+l~i)-qiqtl)[Y, ^ 'er+IA^-A.}, (4.4) 
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the number of eigenvalues equal zero is given by 
£ # { j G /+ | \j = -A.} (4.5) 
•el-
and the number of positive eigenvalues is given by 
q(N+-P) + £ i- fcii + x;(.- !v+) + E #o
e / + 1 A i < - A < - } ( 4 - 6 ) 
Note that the numbers of negative, positive and zero eigenvalues for the lineariza-
tions (3.14) and (4.3) respectively are in general different. However, if Ao_ is positive 
semidefinite, then the numbers of eigenvalues coincide respectively. Comparing for-
mulas (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6) with (3.15) and (3.16) shows that most summands do 
appear in both cases, except for pq = YLiei- # { i G !+ I Ai > ~At}+___,g/- # { j G /+ 
|A j = -A i } + i : , . e / _ # { j e / + | A J < - A i } . 
The linearization (4.3) for the Riccati flow restricted to S(p, q; N) at an equilibri-
um point A'oo G S(p, q; N) is stable on the tangent space TxcoS(p, q; N) if q = 0 and 
Aoo = (Ai , . . . , A p ,0 , . . . ,0). In particular, Ao_ is in this case a local minimum of 
IA\S(P, 0; N). The linearization (4.3) at Aoo £ S(p, q; N) is asymptotically stable on 
the tangent space T.00.
(>'(p. <7J !V) if and only if q = 0, A'oo = (Ai,. . •, Ap, 0 , . . . , 0) and 
Ap > A;)+i. In particular, A'oo is in this case the unique minimum of fA\S(p, 0; N). 
The linearization (4.3) of the Riccati flow on .S'(!V) at an equilibrium point A'TC G 
S(p,q;N) is stable if q = 0, p = N+ = dimEig+(J4) and A ^ = (A, , . . . , A,,, 0 , . . . , 0). 
In this case, the linearization is even asymptotically stable on S(N). Thus the (stan-
dard) stability properties of the Riccati equation are different if they are considered 
on S(N) or on the submanifold S(n, N). 
To illustrate the above results we consider the simplest nontrivial case, where 
At = 2. The eigenvalues of the linearization (4.3) on .S'(2), and their signs, are given 
by Table 2. 
For diagonal matrix initial data A'0 = diag (a0,b0) the solutions of (4.1) are given 




ao + Í A t - a o j e - 2 ^ ' 
A260 
ř>o + ( A 2 - _ o ) e -
2 A ' ť 
The associated phase portrait of (4.1) on the 2-dimensional subspace of diagonal 
matrices is given in Figure 1. The equilibrium points P, there are: 
P i = ( 0 , A 2 ) , P 2 = (A!,A2), P 3 = (0,0), P 4 = (Ai,0) if At > A2 > 0 
Pi = (0,0), P 2 = (At,0), P 3 = (0,A2), P 4 = (Ai,A2) i f A , > 0 > A 2 
ei = (0,A2), P 2 = (0,0), P 3 = (A1,A2), P 4 = (Ai,0) if 0 > Ai > A2 
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Table 2. Signs of eigenvalues of the linearization (4.3) on 5(2). Eigenvalues 
corresponding to the restriction on Txa,S(n,2) are underlined. 
Xoo diag(A,,0) diag(0,A2) diagíAьA^)? 
(1) Лi > Л2 > 0 Щj < 0 





v\\, ______ __гг 
(2) A, > 0 > Л 2 
(2a) Л! > - Л 2 ЩJ < 0 
VІJ > 0 
V\\, V2\, ^22 
v\\, VŢ\_, ^гг 
V\\, _____ 
vгг 
(2b) Лi = - Л 2 Щj < 0 
VІJ > 0 
VІJ = 0 
v\\, vг\, vгг 




(2c) Лг < -A 2 Щj < 0 
vц > 0 
V\\, V2\, ^22 
V\ 1, V_Ц, l_22 
v\\ 
vг\, vгг 
(3) 0 > Лi > Л2 ЩJ < 0 
Щj > 0 
vг\, ^22 
ľ ł i 
V\\ 
vг\, vгг v\\, v_n, v_гг 
Fig. 1. Phase Portrait of the Riccati flow on diagonal matrices. 
The following Figure 2 illustrates the phase portrait of (4.3) on 5(2) for A = AT 
positive semidefinite. Only a part of the complete phase portrait is shown here, 
concentrating on the cone of positive semidefinite matrices in 5(2). There are two 
equilibrium points on 5(1, 2). For the flow on 5(2), both equilibria are saddle points, 
one having 1 positive and 2 negative eigenvalues while the other one has 2 positive 
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and 1 negative eigenvalues. The induced flow on S(l,2) has one equilibrium as a 
local attractor while the other one is a saddle point. 
F i g . 2. Riccati flow on positive semidefinite matrices. 
5. GRADIENT FLOWS FOR POSITIVE SEMIDEFINITE APPROXIMANTS 
So far we have considered gradient like flows for the least squares distance function 
fA(X), evolving on spaces of fixed rank symmetric matrices. We now focus on 
the approximation problem by positive semidefinite matrices. As we have seen, the 
above flows may not always have particularly attractive stability properties when 
considered in the entire space S(N) of symmetric matrices. This motivates us to 
consider the differential equation 
X = (A - XXT)X, Л"(0)Є (5.1) 
for A — AT G RNxN real symmetric. The motivation for studying the flow (5.1) on 
M.Nxn lies in the observation that it induces the Riccati equation (4.1) on S+(n, N). 
In fact, for H =s XXT we obtain 
H = XXT + XXT = (A- H)H + H(A - H) 
for any solution X(t) of (5.1). Thus the parametrization of positive semidefinite 
matrices H by X i—» XXT = H maps solutions of (5.1) onto solutions of the Riccati 
equation. The basic convergence properties of the flow (5.1) are stated in the next 
result. 
Theorem 5 .1 . Let A G MNxN be symmetric, 
(i) The differential equation 
x = (A-xxT)x , x(o)emNxn, (5.1) 
defines a rank preserving flow on E J V x n . 
(ii) The solutions X(t) of (5.1) exist for all t>0 and converge for t—>+oo to a 
connected component of the set of equilibrium points X^ of rank rkX^-Cn. Equilib­
rium points AToo of.(5.1) are characterized by (A — X^X^Xoo = 0 or, equivalently, 
by the condition that the columns of Xoo generate an A-invariant subspace of RN. 
If n = 1 and A has distinct eigenvalues, then every solution X(t) converges to an 
equilibrium point. 
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(iii) The function V:HNxn ^ K ) V(X) •- \\A - XX
T\\2, is a Lyapunov function 
for (5.1). 
P roof , (i) Let Mk C I " " be the manifold of all rank k real N x n matrices. 
For any X G Mk the right hand side of (5.1) AX - X(X
TX) is a tangent vector of 
Mk at X. Thus the flow (5.1) on R
Nxn leaves Mk invariant for 0 < k < n. This 
shows (i). 
(ii) The arguments here are similar to those for Theorems 3.2, 4.1. Explicitly for 
V(X) = ||A - A'A'T||2, then 
*-l$$l = - 4 t r [ ( A - A A T ) A V X T ] 
= - 4 t r | | ( A - X A ' T ) X | | 2 < 0 . 
Thus V(-) is a proper Lyapunov function on lkNxn and the result follows similarly 
as for Theorems 3.2, 4.1. • 
In order to analyze the local stability properties of (5.1) we need the following 
characterization of equilibrium points. 
Lemma 5.2. Let A — diag (Ai , . . . , A/v), A] > . , . > \ N . An equilibrium point 
A'co of (5.1) is characterized by A'ooA'T = diag(£ tAi, . . . ,£JVAJV), £» G {0,1}. In 
particular, the rank rkAr» can be at most dim Eig+(A). 
P r o o f . We must show that (A - A0oA'
T)A00 = 0 if and only if A'TOA'
T = 
diag (eiAi,...,ejvA,v) for some £,• G {0, 1}. Let AAW = A'ooA'
T X^. Then AAMA
T 
= A'ooATA'ooAT, which implies A'ooATA = AAooAT. Since A has distinct 
eigenvalues, A'ooA'T must be diagonal, say A'ooA'T = diag(/ / i , . . . , u^). From 
AA'oo = diag (i/\,..., I/N)XOO we get in — £,A,. D 
Proposi t ion 5.3. Let A = d i ag (A , , . . . ,XN) , A, > . . . > A/v, A invertible. Let 
Xoo G W.Nxn be an equilibrium point of (5A), AooA'T = diag(ei A] , . . . ,£JVAJV), 
U G {0,1}, ]>>; = r = rkAoo-
(i) The linearization of (5.1) at Xoo is given by 
1 = F(H) :- (A - Aoo A T )€ - ^A T AM - XM£
TAoo (5.2) 
(ii) The eigenvalues of F are 
0 with multiplicity r(2n-r-i) 
Xi with multiplicity n - r for 1 < i < N, £,• = 0 
A, - Aj for 1 < i, j < N, e{ - 0, £_,• = 1 
-A; - Aj for 1 < i < j < N, et = ej = 1. 
(iii) The number of negative eigenvalues of F is 
rJ-\±A + ( n _ r ) . dimEig-(A) + # { ( i , j) | A, < Xj,ei = 0,£j - 1}, 
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the number of eigenvalues equal to 0 is 
K 2 n - r - l ) + # { ( . . ) | A j = A , e j = 0 £ . = 1 } 
and the number of positive eigenvalues is 
(n - r )#{t | Xi > 0,£. = 0} + #{(*, j ) | A,- > A j ;e . = 0,£j = 1} 
P r o o f , (i) is straightforward, (ii) Let X\,...,XN denote the row vectors of Xoo-
Let X(i,j) denote the N x ?i-matrix whose ?th row vector is Xj and 0 otherwise. 
Let V denote the subvector space of E J V x n generated by (X(i,j) \ 1 < i,j < N). 
First we consider F\V. To begin with, note that X(i,j) = 0 if £j = 0 and that 
(X(i,j) | 1 < i,j < N,£j = l) is a basis of V. It is easy to see that for Cj = 1 we 
have X(i,j)X'^0 = Xj Eij, where Eij denotes the N x /^-matrix with (i, j)-entry 1 
and 0 else. Therefore we get 
F(X(i,j)) = (A - X^DX(i,j) - XjEijXn - XjEjiX^ 
= (1 - ei)XiX(i,j) - XjX(i,j) - XjX(j, i) 
and thus 
F(E..X ) _ ( (Xi-Xj)X(iJ) e, = 0 
HEt]xco)-<[_Xjix{.J) + x { . . ) ) £i = L 
This shows that V is invariant under F and the eigenvalues of F\V are 
Xi-Xj for a =0,£j = 1,1 <i,j < N 
' ' " -Xi - Xj for a = £j = 1,1 <i<j < N 
0 with multiplicity r^~ K 
Now we analyze the restriction of F to the orthogonal complement VL of V. We 
choose an extension of {x\,... ,*jv} to an orthogonal basis of E", say by J/J, . . . , j / „_ r . 
Let Y(i, j) denote the AT x n-matrix whose ?'th row vector is yj and 0 otherwise. Then 
(Y(i,j) I 1 < » < N, 1 < j < n - r) is a basis of V1. Furthermore Y(i,j)X^ = 0 
and therefore F(Y(i,j)) = (Xt - e.A,-)Y(i,j). 
This shows that V-1 is invariant under F and that the eigenvalues of F\VX are 
Aa- - £iX{ with multiplicity ?i - r, i.e. ElV
1 has eigenvalues 0 with multiplicity 
r(n — r) and A; with multiplicity n — r, 1 < i < N, £,- = 0. 
The formulas in (iii) are immediate consequences of (ii). O 
Remark . The linearization (5.2) is stable if Xoo^J, = diag (Ai , . . . , Ar, 0 , . . , , 0) 
with n = r or Ar+i < 0. If A has distinct eigenvalues, then the converse is also true. 
The linearization (5.2) is asymptotically stable if and only if n = r = 1, X^X1^ = 
diag(Ai,0,. . . ,0 ) and A] > A2. 
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6. RECURSIVE VERSIONS 
Recursive algorithms for finding the best approximant of A by positive semidefinite 
matrices can be obtained by discretizing the continuous time gradient flows using 
suitable small step-size selections. Here we consider discretizations of (5.1). Our 
analysis parallels similar efforts in Moore, Mahony and Helmke [8], and Helmke and 
Moore [4], 
We consider the rank preserving recursion 
Xk+1 =e
a^A-XkX^Xk, ArG No, (6.1) 
on WNxn with suitable small step-size selections ak > 0. The ak are chosen such as 
to maximize the difference 
AV(Xk) = V(Xk+l)-V(Xk) = 
= ||_4 - e«^-***?)xtxTe«fc(,t-xfcxJ)j
2 _ || A _ XkXjf . 
Lemma 6 .1 . Let A, B £ R N x N , F:=A-B,be symmetric matrices with B > 0, 
B ^ 0. For a > 0 let A<t>(a) := <t>(a) - <f>(0) wi th 
4>(a):=\\A-eaFBeaFf . 
Then , 4 
A<f>(a) < 0 
for 
a : = 2l [E l l 0 S 
-PII + v W + 4((|M|| + pjfjjjfljj + tr(F-_)||F|p) 
2||fl|| 
A^(a) = 0 if and only if FB = 0. 
P r o o f . For an At x At matrix X let Ax: R
NxN ~* RNxN be the linear operator 
defined by 
AX(Y) = XY + YX, 
and let AX(Y) = Ax(A
n
x~
1(Y)), Ax = id, be recursively defined for n € N. Thus 
for X, Y symmetric also AX(Y) is symmetric and 
Ux(Y)\\<2\\X\\\\Y\\. 
The following identity is easily verified by differentiating both sides: 
e<FBe<F = f:t~AF(B) 
n=0 ' 
Therefore for t > 0: 
| | e t F B e ^ - tAF(B) - fl|| < (e
2 ' ^« - 2t\\F\\ - l)\\B\\ 
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From this estimate we obtain: 
A<f>(a) = - 2 tr[A(enFBeaF - B)] + tr[B(e2aF Be2aF - B)] 
= -2atr(FAF(B)) - 2tr[A(e
aFBettF - aAF(B) - B)] 
+ l,r [B(c2aFBe*aF - 2aAF(B) - B)] 
< _ 4 r v , , r ( F 2 f l ) + 2 | | / l | | | |R | |^ | / l_2a| |E | | - l ) + ||fl||
2(e4«llFl!-4cv||E||-l) 
= : i>(a) 
Thus 
tHa) = \\B\\2c^n\+2\\A\\\\B\\e2a"F" 
- 4a(tr(F2B) + (\\A\\ + \\B\\)\\B\\ \\F\\) - \\B\\2 -2\\A\\ \\B\\. 
Eiy differentiating tj'(a): 
,l,'(a) = 4[||S||2 | |F||e4«ll' ,« + ||A|| ||fl|| ||F||e2««HI _ t r ( F
2 S ) 
-(IMII + i™l?IMII1l]-
and V'"(a) > 0- Thus ij>(a) is a strictly convex function on 11+ with the minimum 
given by tj>'(at) = 0. Equivalently, x := e
2^*"'''' is the positive root of 
l|S||2||I1k2 + IMII llflll III1I* - (tr (F2B) + (\\A\\ + \\B\\)\\B\\ \\F\\)) = 0. 
Thus 
= _ 1 | | _ | | / |L4| |- tr(F
2 /3) + (||/l|| + | |fl | |) | |fl | | | |F| | 
2iiflir v^ifiii- iwiim 
. -IMII + y/PH2 +4((\\A\\ + \\B\\)\\B\\ + tr(F2fl)||F||-') 
•A\B\\ 
Hence 
a* = W\\log 
-IMII + N / I M I I 2 + 4 ( ( P | | + | |B| | ) | |B| | + lr(F2fl)/||F||) 
211 ß | 
Since V(0) = 0, ^'(0) = - 4 t r (F 2 f l ) < 0, we have t/>(«,) < 0. Moreover, i/>(ei.) = 0 
if and only if B = 0 or FB = 0. This completes the proof. • 




Then the lemma implies that 
V(Xk+l)<V(Xk) 
for 
ak : = 2\\A-XkX2'\\ ' 
\\A\\ + yJ\\Ap\\A-XkX2\\+4((\\A\\+\\XkX2'\\)\\A-XkX2'\\ + \\(A-XkX2)Xkp) (6-2) 
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wi th equali ty V(Xk+i) = V(Xk) if and only if (A - XkXj)Xk = 0. Thus , unless 
Xk = XQ is an equi l ibr ium point , the dis tance function V(Xk) decreases str ict ly. 
In par t icular , V(X) = \\A — XXT\\2 is a Lyapunov function for the discrete t ime 
Xk+i=e"^-*^Xk 
with ak as in (6.2). 
This together wi th s t anda rd a rguments from Lyapunov theory implies: 
T h e o r e m 6 . 2 . Let A G RNxN be symmet r i c and 1 < n < N. T h e recursive 
sys tem (6.1), (6.2) converges from any nonzero init ial condit ion X0 £ M.
NxN to the 
set of equil ibria poin ts . If A has dist inct eigenvalues and n = 1, then every solution 
of (6.1), (6.2) converges to { y Y o ^ - Y o o } , where the columns of Xx £ M.
Nxn genera te 
an ^ - inva r i an t subspace . 
S t anda rd l inearizat ion a rgumen t s similar to the above show t h a t — f o r A having 
dist inct eigenvalues wi th a t least n posit ive eigenvalues — for a lmost every init ial 
condit ion XQ £ RNxn the column spaces of (Xk \ k £ N ) converge t o the m a x i m a l 
eigenspace of A. T h u s the recursion can be used to find max ima l eigenbasis vectors 
for A 
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